Kathleen Collins’s (2003) eighteen-month case study of Jay, a fifth-grade African American student, documents in detail the ways in which those in authority in his school “pathologized Jay’s family structure, his cultural way of being” (p. 194) such that he was labeled as having low ability and was held to lower expectations by his teacher. Even after Collins shared samples of his work that clearly exhibited cognitive strengths, Jay’s teacher “still responded to Jay as though he were less than capable” (p. xiii). The teacher’s beliefs about Jay’s abilities and, consequently, his academic needs were premised on a deficit model and reinforced by labels applied to him by the schooling process, leading her to discount evidence of his achievements as somehow immaterial. Although perhaps unintentional, the actions of his teacher served to limit the possibilities for Jay’s success.

A practice exists in the United States of using school as a location in which to label students according to some perceived “ability” and separate them into different levels of coursework rather than see the potential for success that lies in every student (Oakes 2005). As this article’s opening quote describes, this approach has led to practices in the mathematics classroom that often keep students from the mathematics rather than get them into it (Ellis 2007). Efforts to reform our teaching of mathematics such that a broader range of students have access to high standards and are supported in reaching those standards are often at odds with this practice or habit of mind. When thinking about the idea of differentiation in the mathematics classroom, how it is undertaken must be carefully considered—what are the assumptions and beliefs from which teachers work to differentiate instruction? This article is intended to stimulate readers to examine the positions from which their own efforts at differentiation are
enacted. Specifically, notions of ability are examined as social constructions that have a big impact on how efforts to differentiate instruction come to be crafted.

Since the early 1900s, school mathematics in the United States has offered a convenient location for the separation of students by so-called “ability” (Ellis 2008). Although concern about the overall mathematical knowledge of all students has become greater and greater in recent years (Diaz and Lord 2005; National Commission on Mathematics and Science Teaching for the Twenty-first Century 2000; National Council of Teachers of Mathematics [NCTM] 2000; U.S. Department of Education 2003), much of the energy being directed toward mathematics education remains focused on determining students’ placement within a variety of leveled courses, planning and implementing separate curricula, and measuring the resulting variations in learning outcomes (Booher-Jennings 2005; Diamond and Spillane 2004). Although these efforts may be socially sought-after, they are in large part educationally counterproductive (Ayalon and Gamoran 2000; Boaler, Wiliam, and Brown 2000; Oakes 2005). As long as outcomes in mathematics achievement as measured by standardized examinations (and the resulting inferences about students’ abilities in mathematics) continue to be correlated with such demographic markers as economic status, race, and ZIP code, the educational mission of schooling—that of supporting all students in reaching their full potential—has yet to be fulfilled.

At issue are conceptions of mathematical ability and students’ potential and the impact that these factors have on teachers’ decisions about how best to serve their students. Ample research has documented the ways in which poor academic performance among low-income and African American and Latino students is problematized such that students’ characteristics and backgrounds are blamed, whereas such factors as opportunities to learn and access to information are ignored (Diversity in Mathematics Education Center for Learning and Teaching 2007; Oakes et al. 1997; Rubin 2008). Such deficit perspectives persist despite teachers’ commonly stated belief that all students can succeed in school (Wilson and Corbett 2007).

### Activating Students’ Potential

Hearing talk about students who are of “low ability” or who “don’t care” about learning or who “can’t do math” leads me to think back to my experiences as a teacher of mathematics in low- to middle-income communities with students who were diverse not only ethnically, economically, and linguistically but also with respect to their existing knowledge of mathematics and their preferred learning modalities (e.g., visual, tactile). In my classroom students who did not care to do mathematics, who were not proficient in English, whose abilities in mathematics had been deemed to be low somehow found themselves learning mathematics. The cause of this apparent aberration was grounded in my refusal to base expectations for students’ achievement on the labels applied to them by schools and society.
As a case in point, Alonso¹ was in my seventh-grade mathematics class along with twenty-four other students whose existing knowledge of mathematics was tenuous at best. The class average on their sixth-grade state mathematics examination placed them at the thirtieth percentile, far from what I considered their potential. Alonso’s prior achievement in mathematics was well below that of his peers, in the single digits, a result that seemed inexorably linked with his being labeled as having low ability. Although I realized that he lacked proficiency with many mathematical concepts and skills, I did not equate this lack with Alonso’s having a low ability to do mathematics. In fact, as I got to know Alonso, I learned that he had become accustomed to being left alone in class as long as he was not causing a distraction—left alone and not encouraged to learn to do mathematics (see Rousseau and Tate [2003] for research documenting how students from certain groups are “allowed to fail”). For me this neglect was at the root of his low achievement in mathematics.

Over the course of the two years that Alonso and his peers were in my mathematics class, through the seventh and eighth grades, they grew in every way imaginable—physically, socially, and, of course, academically. The class mean on the state mathematics examination increased to the sixty-third percentile, and Alonso’s, to the sixty-fifth. Even more important, the students became doers of mathematics who communicated their thinking, challenged one another to justify strategies and outcomes, and strove to make sense of mathematics. This improvement took place in spite of the labels that had been applied to them by the schooling system and by society. These students’ progress was made possible by my connecting mathematics with their lives through using contextualized problems; providing multiple pathways to learning important concepts, including the use of visual models; requiring them to achieve proficiency in prerequisite skills while at the same time engaging them in learning grade-level concepts; and holding them accountable for making progress that reflected their potential to make sense of mathematics. Their success was due to the phenomenal response by my students and their supportive families to the challenge to bring their proficiency in mathematics up to and above benchmarks set by the state standards.

Essential to this success was a perspective that a fundamental aspect of a teacher’s job is to hold high expectations of every student’s potential and to create possibilities for all students to learn in ways that respect who they are and recognize their strengths as learners. Bransford, Brown, and Cocking (2000, p. 6), in their landmark publication How People Learn: Brain, Mind, Experience, and School, state quite powerfully,

Learning research suggests that there are new ways to introduce students to traditional subjects, such as mathematics, science, history and literature, and that these new approaches make it possible for the majority of individuals to develop a deep understanding of important subject matter.

¹. This is a pseudonym.
This philosophy lies at the heart of efforts to make mathematics accessible to all students, a concept exemplified by the cases and strategies shared by the authors in this book. Rather than continue the legacy of separation and leveled expectations, teachers of mathematics must learn to recognize and teach to students’ strengths.

**Problematizing Differentiation**

The *Oxford English Dictionary* (Simpson and Wiener 1989) defines *differentiate* as “To make or render different; to constitute the difference in or between; to distinguish.” The term *differentiate* derives from *different*, meaning “not of the same kind; not alike; of other nature, form, or quality” (Simpson and Wiener 1989). The underlying concept in these terms is that of making comparisons with a standard or norm and recognizing objects that fall outside that norm. That “differentiate” came into common use in the mid- to late-1800s (Simpson and Wiener 1989) is indicative of Western imperialistic and rationalistic thought of an era in which dominant groups sought to bring under control those who were “other” than the norm (Willinsky 1998). Given this historical perspective, care must be taken when using a term such as *differentiation of instruction* if the aim is to give all students greater opportunity for meaningful learning to take place.

Indeed, when examining its use in education, one finds that differentiation of instruction is characterized in multiple and often discrepant ways. One well-known scholar of differentiation, Carol Tomlinson (2000, p. 1), contends, “Whenever a teacher reaches out to an individual or small group to vary his or her teaching in order to create the best learning experience possible, that teacher is differentiating instruction.” The central idea in Tomlinson’s depiction of differentiation is to *vary one’s actions as a teacher to meet the needs of students*. Note that the focus here is on changing instructional practices, moving beyond the standard, or normative, habits that characterize mathematics teaching (e.g., teacher-led lecture and demonstration followed by individual students’ work on rote procedures; see Stigler and Hiebert [1997]; Weiss et al. [2003]).

In contrast with a focus on teachers’ changing actions, Ayalon (2006) describes how differentiation is often viewed from a curricular perspective: “[A] differentiated curriculum enables students to enroll in courses that are congruent with their interests and abilities. The rationale behind level differentiation and formal tracking underscores the diversity in students’ abilities and the need to offer programs that correspond to that diversity” (p. 1188). From this perspective, differentiation involves *changing the curriculum in response to students’ perceived abilities*. Particularly in school mathematics, with its history of providing inequitable access to content on the basis of perceived ability, this latter take on differentiation is all too easily embraced—but should be vociferously avoided! Although teacher educators often frame differentiation much as Tomlinson does—as requiring teachers to respond to students’ needs to make content accessible—in practice the curriculum is often changed because of perceived differences in students’ abilities. I argue that the latter of these responses
to differentiation is a consequence of the term itself that, together with a belief that mathematical ability is both accurately measurable and unevenly distributed, promotes actions that work against our efforts to create classroom environments in which all students learn meaningful mathematics.

**Creating Possibilities for Students’ Success**

The challenge, then, is to move one’s focus from “ability” to “possibility” by getting to know students’ strengths and preferences among learning modalities, then implementing lessons that activate those strengths and build from existing knowledge. Meeting this challenge requires a new stance toward teaching mathematics that is premised on creating possibilities for students’ learning, maintaining a perspective that expects students to be successful when provided access to important ideas, and furnishing support as students make sense of these ideas. This sort of differentiation, reflective of Tomlinson’s definition, shifts teachers’ attention away from activities that construct students as able or unable, directing attention instead toward strategies and situations that allow access for all students to learn mathematics. Too many “Jays” and “Alonsos” in our classrooms fall victim to traditional habits of teaching mathematics. Instead, our efforts to make content meaningful and accessible must activate the tremendous potential that lies within all students.
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